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About This Game

Yargis is a fast paced, top down spaceship shooter inspired by star control, subspace and similar titles. Customize your ship to
join a battle online or offline. Yargis is focused on team based, close combat action. The game has a variety of battle and co-op

game modes and a powerful editor make Yargis a great game!

CONTROLS: Hold down W for Thrust, use the Mouse to steer, and Space for brake. Customize controls in settings >
controls for asteroids style non-fixed. http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=646975914
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Compete head on with other players online, over a LAN, or play against the computer offline. Game modes include:

King of the Hill

Capture the Flag

Prison Break

Base Conquer (Co-Op)

Maze Race and CTF (Capture the Flag) Maze

Melee Battle

Play Yargis’s single player story over 29 levels. Each level offers new challenges for you and your ship.

Yargis is a pilot for the Earth's military in the year 3013. Despite having explored far beyond Pluto and Alpha Centauri, no
contact with alien life has been made. Until now; an unknown species only known as the Mukka are attacking Earth and its

inhabitants. It’s up to Yargis to defend Earth and help uncover their fiendish plot, while trying not to get blown to smithereens.

Blow up enemies.

Navigate through asteroid fields

Fly through nebulae, stars and space stations
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Compete with your friends on the same computer for lag free space action. Use your keyboard, mouse, or Xbox 360 game
controllers.

You can earn money and experience points in game by playing both single player and multiplayer. Level up your character to
buy cool new ships and use the money you earn to get new weapons and items. Granular upgrades can be used to improve the

parts on your ship.

Yargis’ game physics are based in real world physics: your ship has momentum and is affected by gravity. Explosions push your
ship and even firing a weapon may affect your ship as well.
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Easily create levels with drag and drop items and Lua scripts for more powerful features. Your friends can instantly download
the levels you create by joining your local or dedicated online server.

Download your very own copy of Yargis now and join the battle or create your own dedicated server.

The Team

Our team created all of our content including music, graphics, the C# .NET custom game engine, and story in St. Louis,
Missouri. We built our game engine from the ground up for the best and most unique experience.
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We run 24/7 game servers and we host regular tournaments! Buy a multi-pack of Yargis to play with your friends!
Join us in space with Yargis!
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Title: Yargis - Space Melee
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
PlazSoft
Publisher:
PlazSoft
Release Date: 30 Jun, 2015

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: 1.2 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 384MB Video RAM. Supports shader 1.1 or newer.

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: .NET Framework 4 (free download)

English
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yargis - space melee. yargis - space melee. yargis - space melee

This game is quite boring and feels dated, but without the magic of the classics. There is a rumor that one or more of the
creators is suffering from what I have heard called "reverse telescoping microbenis syndrome" and it really shows in the
gameplay.. i think its pretty good game, but i just played it about 5-10 minutes.. an ok game but 15 BUCKS? thats just an
ubsurd price.. Poor control and combat make this game unfun. It is clearly a homemade game. If only it controlled like Particle
Mace or something, and if shooting seemed more refined, perhaps it could be ok. The only positives is that the dev seems
committed to the game, and has clearly put some effort in it, including a campaign of sorts. I rather like the level selection by
flying to it, but that's it. It is nothing like games similar to the screencaps & videos you see, but not in a way to differentiate.
(1\/5 stars, buy it for trading cards). Definatly a good and fun arcade game. Nice 3d effects you can shoot bad guys!!
and the game has a really hard time running on gtx 260 and under but runs beatifully on my gtx 960.

420/10 would most likely play again.
And i know the game was a lot of hard work but the price is a wee bit too expensive.. This game is playable, so ill give it that.
The music is nice and so are the particle effects, but that's about it. The dialog in the "story" is just horrible and the game is
voice acted.... BY JUST FOUR DIFFERENT NON-VOICE ACTORS! So the characters sound like they are in a cheesy high
school play. I also think the HUD and menu screens are unappealing and bland. Not to mention the game is hideously
overpriced. It also is just generally not fun. Like I understand that this indie game was made with love by a few collage students,
but I still don't think this game is good enough to win me over.. It's a fun, arcadey, shoot em' up, with many different modes of
play, such as the solo Story Missions (recommended to play these first to get a feel for the game), and plenty of multiplayer
modes, with the usuals, of deathmatch, team deathmatch, ctf, base conquer, and attack/defend modes. There's also a plethora of
upgrade items for your ship as you level it up, stronger and unique weapons, better engines for faster movement, utility items for
tighter movement control and longer boost time, faster energy recharge, larger enrgy pool, force shields etc, and armor upgrades
that reduce damage taken and increase your HP.

As stated in other "reviews", there isn't much going with multiplayer right now, but the game was just released a week ago. If
you tell people to avoid this game, there won't be a player base for your multiplayer that you seem to want so badly.

Controls in the game can seem a bit quirky, but the controls can be remapped however you want them. Better controller support
is also going to happen soon, or so i was told by the dev.

And just for fun, here's a video of some of my gameplay in a few of the multiplayer modes.

https://youtu.be/rDEal-kwMps. realy fun game but easy campaign. Great game, very fun!. Yargis is a 2D space shooter with
short playeble missions that you can play online and offline (right now there are not enogh peaple to play it online but you can
co op with a friend)

Level design:
There are a lot of deferent level design's like capture the cows that are floating in space (I know a bit wierd), Find the planets
and scan them, Maze, Race, Protect the planet, Survive the attack and much more.

Gameplay:
As i said before, You get a lot of deferent levels to play, Some of them are more fun then others but overall they are mostlly
well desinged and fun to play.
Some of the levels in the game require you to play online or in co-op as there are too hard to pass alone.
You can upgrade the ship with a veriaty of wepons that you unlock throu the game by leveling up, The amount of mony you get
at each level is really low and not well balanced with the cost of the upgrads so you will need to replay some levels to get more
xp and money to buy that usefull shiled and cannon.
Right now the online play is a no go as there are not enogh players there but co-op is a fun option that works with no lag or
problem.

Graphic:
The graphics are good for this kind of game with not so many options to change them. The bordars of the map are hard to spot
and you bounce off uncontrolebly off them.
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Playebillity:
When it came out it was unplayeble, But after a short talk with the devs they fixed the way the ship moves, The fixe came
within a day and now it's much more playable and fun, There are still problems with the sliding and controller scham but it is
menegable.
The game gets more problematic if you mount more then one wepon, To use the second wepon you press the powerup button
and it canceld eachother out and it will randomly activates the buffs you collect.

Overall it's a fun little game that you can play with friends but at that price point I would wait for it to go on sell.
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Bought this hoping it'd be a traditional newtownian space shooter like Asteroids or Subspace\/Continuum. It's more a twinstick
style shooter. Single player sucks pretty hard. There's no real challenge. The game uses an RPG style inventory system and gives
you money for doing missions but you can't buy anything meaningful for a very long time. The "story" is told through cutscenes
full of cringeworthy voice acting and stock character portraits. Back to playing vanar.io I guess.. A really low budget rip off of
Subspace\/Continuum. The controls are awkward, the graphics are bad, the voice overs are so bad it's hilarious. The multiplayer
is empty, even when the game is 90% off on Steam. Even at 90% off I don't recommend this.
. Not That Bad...
Hard to play tho. This game is quite boring and feels dated, but without the magic of the classics. There is a rumor that one or
more of the creators is suffering from what I have heard called "reverse telescoping microbenis syndrome" and it really shows in
the gameplay.. A supriseingly fun game. A little bit of a learning curve but gets intutive with time. Just have to pay a little
attention to small details. Like your spaceship trail shows your team color. You can add wepons but that takes up slots that give
you power ups. Things like this will make your life easier. They host a server and have play times where they play the game
multiplayer. You can tell they care about their work.. this should be in an arcade not on steam.

Merry Christmas!:
Enjoy our Christmas themed level!
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=533146015&searchtext=. $50 Level Design Contest:
The best design will win $50.00.

Submit your entries here:
http://steamcommunity.com/groups/Yargis#announcements/detail/1434814734654141953. Star Control / Subspace Style
Game - Custom C# .NET Game Engine - Level Editor:
Yargis was built from the ground up with its own Custom C# .NET Game Engine and Level Editor. This gives the game a
unique feel and allows the editor to be included in the game download. Great for learning game design or having fun.
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. Save Game Notes/Codes:
Vote for our new program!
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=671385569

Thanks for your support. Every vote helps a lot. Let me know what you think of StudyX.. Better Help:
This update improves the manual to make level editing easier. Let us know what you think.. Update - Improved Single Player
Graphics:
We have been working at improving the graphics on the single player levels. Let us know what you think of the updates so far. 
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=675980162

We are continuing to improve Yargis. We have added bigger and more exciting particles and effects. Also we have made it
easier to add enemies in the Level editor (included in Yargis).
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